Effects of excluded volume interaction and dimensionality on diffusion-mediated reactions.
The kinetic problem of a diffusion-mediated reaction, in which minority reactants are immobile and majority reactants are mobile, is known as the target problem. The standard theory of the target problem ignores the excluded volume interaction between the mobile reactants. Recently, a new theory of the target problem was proposed where the effect of excluded volume interaction was analytically investigated using a lattice model with prohibited double occupancy of the lattice sites. The results of that theory are approximate and need verification. In this work, we perform Monte Carlo simulations on lattices and use their results to assess the accuracy of the analytical theory. We also generalize our theory to the case of different dimensionality and perform calculations for lattices in one- and two-dimensional systems. The analytical results accurately reproduce the simulation results except in the dilute limit in one dimension. For any dimensions, the decay of the target survival probability is accelerated by the presence of excluded volume interaction.